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Idiomatic way of checking if an object is empty? Is there an idiomatic way of
checking if an object is empty in Rust? I'm familiar with using "." to check if a

type's field is nil, but it seems that for more complex types like Option or Box, it
should be possible to check if it is either None or None: let foo: Option = None;
let bar = Box::new(None); // I'm searching for println!("{:?}", foo.is_none()); //

false println!("{:?}", bar.is_none()); // false println!("{:?}", bar.is_none()); // true
A: A rough approximation would be to test if there is a value of some sort in the
Option or Box. foo.or_else(|| "") bar.or_else("") This will never panic, unless foo is
None or bar is None, and it will return an Option if the value can be found in the

Option or Box. A: Or you could use is_none() on the Result of the expression
foo.or_else(|_|
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Pegg.Model 98 machine gun
The Model 98 is a gas-

operated, belt-fed machine
gun that was used by the

United States Army
throughout World War II.

Design and production The
"Model 98" was a licensed
copy of the British Vickers

machine gun design.
Originally produced by the
Western Cartridge Co. (now
part of Remington Arms),
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and not Vickers, it was
purchased by the Ordnance

Department of the U.S.
Army and renamed the

Model 98. It was an
improvement on the M1903
Browning machine gun; the
gas mechanism was housed

in the buttstock, greatly
improving the kick-like recoil
of the M1903 Browning. The

Model 98 holds five
cartridges in an internal

drum magazine (as
compared to the Browning's

six). The drum and feed
mechanism are attached to
the left side of the buttstock
(hence the "left-hand feed"
designation), so the feed

unit is covered by the
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breech end of the buttstock
(the "right-hand"

designation). The Model 98
also differs from the M1903
Browning in other ways: the
left-hand feed unit is fully

enclosed, to prevent fouling
and damaging of the

actions, and the extractor
and ejector are in line,

attached to the left side of
the feed unit. The Model 98
used a new style of.30-06
cartridge (M107A1). The

Model 98 was produced from
1940 through 1946, when it
was supplanted by the M2
machine gun. Production

totalled 706,145 units from
1940 through 1944
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